
Information on the Kogarah pool 
St George School, Marshall St, Kogarah 
 
 
Driving Directions: 
First, here’s a tip to by pass the traffic on Grand Parade if you were intending coming that way. This  is 
especially useful in the warmer months where there is more activity down at Brighton Beach.  
 
From General Holmes Drive, turn right into Bestic Street. Turn left into Moate Avenue and follow this 
road until the traffic lights at Bay Street. Turn right then left into Crawford Road. Follow all the way to 
the end then turn right at President Avenue (continues below) 
 
If you are driving up President Avenue, heading towards the Princes Highway, turn left into Civic 
Avenue which is about half way up, follow  the road to the right hand bend which then becomes 
Marshall Street. The pool is further up on the right hand side. 
 
If you are driving along the Princes Highway from the city, drive past the President Avenue 
intersection, staying in the left lane, Marshall Street is the next left (it comes up very quickly), just 
before the highway breaks off to Rocky Point Road. The pool is a little way down on the left. 
 
Parking and Accessing the Pool: 
Street parking on Marshall Street is available and is very easy on the weekends. The entrance to the 
school as shown below where the wheelie bins are will be locked. The access to the pool is where the 
red arrow points, so park up and make your way to the metal gate where the red arrow is.  
 

 
 



 
 
As a courtesy to our neighbours, please DO NOT block the driveway as pictured below and always leave 
sufficient room for the owner’s access.  

 
 
 
Prams Pushchairs and strollers: 
Prams are not allowed poolside and must be left outside and at your own risk. Pushchairs  & strollers 
are allowed but need to be collapsed and kept away from any trafficable areas around the pool.  
 
Consider a baby sling or carrier if you live locally. If you are arriving by car then you should be no more 
than a few meters away.  


